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Students Turn .Out in . Large Numbers for Gala Event 
By ROBERT CIULLA 
The turnout was 
tremendous and the 
evening a spectacular as 
. Bronx Community College 
students turn~ out in 
large numbers for a gala 
C h r i s t m a s h o I i d.a y 
Caputo Visits BCC; 
Talks 'Politics 
Republica.n · Co .. gressman 
Bruce Caputo, who 
represents .the l~rd 
Congressional District which 
·serves the NQrthern Bronx 
and. Yonkers, addressed the 
Marketing· 11:, class section 
1341 on the subject of the 
marketing strategy of a 
political campaign at the 
invitation of Professor 
Benjamin Cutler, the class's 
instructor, on Thursday, 
December 22nd at 9 A.M. 
election. He sighted such examples 
as mass media as being the most 
influential vehicle in running for a 
political office. The congressman 
also emphasized the importance of 
media strategy in relation to budget 
as a vote getting device,. and the 
importance of point-of-sale ad-
vertising as a last-chance vote 
getting device. 
The Congressman pointed out 
that one of the· most imPortant 
reseafch tools of any political 
campai~n is the "poll". 
Congressman · Caputo explain~ Congressman Bru,ce 
that the interpretation of . these Congressman Caputo, 33, is 
polls and the breakdown of the presently a resident of Yonkers, 
interpretatiort of these polls for- N.Y. He attended the Yonkers 
mutates his ·campaign stra'tegy. He Public Schools and graduated from 
also stated that his research fin- Georgetown University Law 
dings of demography is derived School in 1971. He was elected to 
from the poJI and set forth to help the 95th Congress .in 1976 in' the 
him plan his campaign strategy. 23rd Congressional District, in 
Caputo emphasized the iin- which he received 53.6 percent of 
pottahbe or:s~ti~s prbtndtiort' in .'ai\ . · · th~ vores that were cast. . 
.· 
by 
and ' ?IHowflrd · , ~ and 
enter.tain'ment-r:from· 8i .!fatirt,. 
group, Papy couvertier ;-a 6-
piece band whose members · 
reside from the Bronx, three 
of whom are former BCC 
students. 
The celebration began at 9 p.m. 
to a very .small crowd which 
remained unchanged until around 
ll p.m. when students started 
showing up by the hundreds. 
Robert Ramirez, vice chairperson 
of the ·Student Government 
estimated ~hat approximately 640 
people showed up for the event and 
that about 50 people had to be 
turned away as the evening 
. progressed. "It was the first big 
event ~e've ever don~", Ramirez 
stated, "and it, was fantastic .. It's 
an example of. what Student 
Government would like to do in the 
coming semesters." 
'cheryl Hill, .the · eve'nt's · co-
ordinator stated that "the turnout 
was fantastic. It was a turnout that 
I thought wouldn't come about." 
She credited the members of the 
radio station for a job well done. 
" It was one of the biggest events we 
have had here at Bronx Community 
College," according to Pet~r Velez, 
manager of the Gould •Student 
Center, who is also a former BCC 
student. 
The evening was not without its 
flaws. The disco was delayed by 
several minutes due to technical 
difficulties, and, .when it finally 
began, was delayed some more due 
to a speaker system that could not 
fill the gigantic hall. Chuck 
McKibben, a new-comer to WBCC 
The crowds fill Sliver Hall as the evening ProtnaeS-
radio who is a former popular 
afternoon d.j. from Cincinnati, 
Ohio imd is acting as a station 
consultant, ·expressed delight that 
the crowd was extremely orderly 
and that the evening went without a 
single incident, a feeling expressed 
by a lot of people. 
Refreshments were free and paid 
for by Student Government. It's 
estimated that the event raised 
$1,100 which will go to the radio 
station for the purchase of new 
equipment and better classroom 
instruction. The celebration ended 
at 2 a.m. with the disco going 
strong and the crowd very 
di~:Jleased over the early ending of 
the event. Among the many 
selections performed by the group 
was "Ease on Down the Road", 
the hit from the Broadway musical 
"The Wiz" which was performed 
to a Latin beat. 
· Dancing to the DCC Heat 
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In Conclusion. • • 
Probably the hardest task I have ever taken on during my two-year 
association with the Communicator is writing this column, my last, known 
in journalistic jargon as "30" . A " 30" is always placed at the conclusion 
of a story to signify the end for the typesetter, so, it stands to reason that a 
reporter or editor' s last column for a newspaper be called a "30". 
I would like to devote this space to ~Y thank you to everybody, and if 
this were the Academy Awards, I would be limited to saying thank you to 
everybody as a whole rather than by name . But this isn't the Academy 
Awards, and since I'm running this newspaper, I am now going to say 
thank you to everybody individually, collectively and humorously . Now 
I've got a problem. Where do I begin? Probably the best place is by giving 
a great big thank you to my predecessor Dennis Haralam, the man who 
left me with this mess . If it weren't for him, I probably would have been 
using this paper to wrap fish in. While I was a young kid growing up in the 
southeast Bronx, I never though I would later go on to become the editor 
of the Communicator. That's probably because I never heard of the 
Communicator back then. Seriously folks, I thank Dennis for his decision 
to entrust me with this job, which has to be the most challenging on this 
campus. 
Then, there is the staff ol the Communicator, and if it weren't for them, 
the paper would have been much better (just kidding guys!) . First, a thank 
you to a man I call Mr. Hospitality, Lenny Rinaldi, who is always there to 
maxe tne gomg as easy as possible with his kind generosity. Lenny, where the 
hell were you when I needed you? Sorry I had to turn down your offer for the 
orgy, but under the rules of the Commtmicator charter, one of the qualifica. 
lions for editor-in-<:hief is that you must be a celibate. I'm presently fighting the 
rule that says you can't cat meat on Friday. 
A great big thank you to Diane Gonzalez. who <.:arne in mid-way 
through the semester and filled the badly needed position of sports editor. 
I had asked her if she would try a few other positions, but , she made it 
pcrfe<.:tly dear that she was here to write for the Communicator and 
nothing else. Seriously Diane, thank you and it ' s a pleasure to work with 
someone who is devoted to her work as much as you. I also want to say 
thank you to my health columni st, Meredith Nielsen. I don't know why, I 
can't stand the guy. He didn't do anything all semester except get sick on 
me all the time and then write in hi s next column what disease he just got 
over. Thanks Meredith. If I ever need a doctor, I definitely won't <.:arne to 
you . 
There arc two ladies who filled pos1t1ons that were left vacant at a 
difficult time. First a thank you to Audrey Katz who took over the im-
portant photographi<.: end of the Communicator. I'll never forget the first 
day when Audrey walked into my office, looked at me and said, "Excuse 
me, where can I find the ladies room?" When I asked her what kind of 
photography work she likes most, she told me she likes to photograph 
ceilings . Thank you Audrey, and please remember black and white film 
does not take color pictures . Then there's Sandra Williams who was 
responsible for advertising. The sole existence of any newspaper depends 
on its advertising revenue . Since the revenue was rather small because we 
arc a college newspaper and <.:an 't charge exorbitant fees, the Williams 
famil y is presently being held hostage in their Manhattan apartment until 
they agree to pay the Communicator $25 ,000 in advertising revenue. 
Sandra , thank you, and Mom and Dad will be released unharmed as soon 
as they come up with the money. 
COMMUNICATOR 
For an associate editor, I couldn't have picked a better choice and since 
I made that choice, I'll just have to learn not to make that same mistake 
twice. Thank you Freddy Washington. If you haven't seen Freddy, you've 
seen him. He's the black guy dressed in white all the time. He says it's part 
of his religion, but the Communicator has learned that Freddy moonlights 
as the Good Humor Man . Freddy is the author of the soon to be released 
book, "Black and White Like Me." I have to give a special thank you to 
Lynne Williams, the Communicator's hard-working secretary, who was 
not an official Communicator staff member, because she works for the 
school under college work study. It must be noted that Lynne put in hours 
at the typewriter beyond her required work .hours without pay . In 
February we will unlock the chains that have kept Lynne tied to the 
Communicator office sin<.:e September. If not for Richie Fedderman the 
Communicator probably would have taken more hours than the many 
sleepless nights it took to put it together. Richie stepped in as technical 
advisor when it appeared we would be going without a faculty advisor . 
Richie, what can I say about your valuable guidance and assistance? 
Nothing. And on that note, a special thank you td Professor Stephen 
Zimmerman who got the ball rolling for the Communicator as faculty 
advisor for the first issue. 
A great big thank you to these people: Lesley Joy Brown, Wendy 
Nicolls, Joe Livingston, Warren Channell, Morris Stafford, AI Jamison, 
George Smith, A be Barta, /Jul'id Resto, and Fran A /hero , the hard-
working, devoted Communi<.:ator reporters who gave up their own per· 
sonallives to devote to the paper. With a staff as devoted as this, what can 
you possibly say about them? Only problem is I haven ' t seen them since 
they filled out their appli<.:ations in September. Thank yo u people . 
Thank·yous go out to /)o v Stern and Sandy Shert:.er at Lcwahl Press 
who stood up with me till the wee hours of the morning; to Jose Prince and 
Gregg Whitman who helped to fill the void of our non-existent faculty 
advisor. 
There were times that caused me great aggravation, and sensing this, I 
wish to thank these people for showing their concern and helping me to 
make the situation a bit easier : Jeff Abraham, Carol Thompson, Cheryl 
Hill, Michelle Marbury, Chickie Norris and John Graves. And a thank 
you to the rest of my WBCC Family: Howie Vines, Icecap Brown, Carol 
Graves, Diedra Smith, Tameka Harris, Helena Bennerson, John Mar-
shall, Barbara Amour, Craig Pow/is, John Bowden, Gary Brewster, and, 
get ready for this name folks, Dick Dynamite. And, of course, to Station 
Manager Ken Kephart who does nothing all day except stand outside on 
the corner of University and Burnside Avenue and say, "I'm Ken Kephart, 
WBCC Station Manager," and passersby answer him with a resounding 
"Who?" After having said that I'll probably come in tomorrow and find 
out that Ken has cancelled my show. But I'm one up on Ken . I don't have a 
show this year. 
I smcerely hope that you, the students of DCC enjoyed the Com-
municator and found the information contained within its pages useful to 
you as a DCC student . 
During my tenure as Editor-in -Chief, I tried desperately to bring out all 
the positives of BCC. There is a lot of talent and creativity here, much 
more so than at any other ~:ollcgc , largely because most of us here are from 
the inncr-<.:ity. Though I didn't quite accomplish what I set out to do, I 
hope future editors of 1 he Communicator will bring to surface these people 
and publicize them through this vehicle. 
A lot of people <.:nnstantly kno<.:k the quality of education in our schools 
today . And BCC is no exception . But it has been my experience that you 
can get a quality education , if you realty want it, no matter how bad the 
situation . It' s up to the individual. Why is it that BCC, with its so called 
reputation as a hang out and being less dcsireablc than other CUNY 
colleges educationally speaking turns out more students who make it into 
variouS' nationally-known honor societies? My old High School, Adlai 
Stevenson, had the worst reputation of any in the city . Yet, it puts more of 
its students into the top colleges of the country than most other city High 
Schools. The educational system <.:an't be that bad . A good education is 
there, if you want it. 
I guess this is where I say good-bye as Editor-in-Chief. My asso<.:iation 
with this paper as reporter. asso<.:iatc editor, and editor-in-chief has been 
one of those cxpcricn<.:es that I will never forget. I want to conclude this 
column by dosing out with this saying that I used to end my first editorial 
for this paper concerning BCC's 20th anniversary. "In Elementary 
School, we learned the three R's: Reading, Kiting and Rithmatic. At DCC, 
let's learn the three L 's: Live, Learn, and Love." 
Robert Ciulla 
Editor-in-Chief 
January 10, 1978 
BY AUOREY KATZ & GEORGE 
SMITH 
How do you Intend to prepare for 
your Final Exams? 
Frederick Read-business ad· 
ministration 
"I record all my notes on a 
<.:asset te tape, and play it over and 
over again, until! know it." 
Jasmin Rojas-spKial education 
"I get all my notes in order, and 
myself and my classmates for study 
groups where we ask each -other 
questions." 
Strve Garcia-psychology 
"I do the following: devise an 
effective study schedule, eliminate 
all unnecessary activities that take 
time away from studying, get 
together with other students, and 
seek help from whatever tutorial 
departmemts necessary ." 
Paul Crawford- Uberal arts 
"I start studying early so I don't 
have to cram, and I can relax." 
Diane Gonzalez-physical 
education 
"I'm going to study for the next 
week, every day for an hour until 
the day of the exam. I don't believe 
in cramming because it overloads 
the mind.'' 
Good Luck to everyone. 
l 
! 
i 
•j 
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Metro-Area BusinessDlen See 
Upward Trend in Job Market 
New York area businessmen, queried on their hiring plans for the opening three months 
of 1978, generally see a stable employment climate with some hiring activity, but few 
reductions, according to a quarterly survey of New York businessmen released Friday by 
Manpower. the world's largest temporary help service. 
Mitcnell S. Fromstein, president 
of Manpower, Inc., said, "Our 
survey shows that during the first 
quarter of 1978 . (January, 
February, March), nearly one out 
of five btlsinessmen indicate they 
have plans to hire new employees. 
Sixty per cent of the firms queried 
on their hiring plans anticipate no 
change in employment levels, while 
a modest 60'Jo are considering 
reductions and 13% are uncertain 
of their plans," Fromstein said . 
Increased Hiring 
Confidence is shown by 
manufacturers of durable goods, 
particularly those op~ratin~ in the 
South and West, who expect to 
continue the hiring momentum of 
the past year with 31% of all 
employers interviewed anticipating 
increases in hiring. All regions of 
the country show increased hiring 
expectations (33% nationally) for 
the finance, insurance and real 
estate sector. Public administration 
is another bright sector with em-
In a similar Manpower survey ployee-related federal funding 
taken in September, 17% of the partially propelling the accelerated 
firms queried indicated hiring plans hiring pace with 39% of the em-
for the closing months of 1977 ployers indicating increased em-
while 6% projected reductions and ployment. 
61% projected reductions and 61% The increased hiring activity of 
were expecting no change. three months ago has slowed due to 
This compares with a Manpower seasonal factors. In a similar 
surveY. taken one year ago which survey taken in September, every 
indicated II 0/o of the employers third employer (33%) expected 
predicting hiring increases, 180/o additional hiring, nearly one-tenth 
anticipating decreases, 660/o saying (9%) decreases and 550'Jo an-
there would be no change in their ticipated no change in employment 
hiring levels and 50/o with no levels. 
opinion. The South continues to lead the 
c:o • • d t toyers were nation in optimism as it has for the ;>erv1ce m us ry emp 
time high in the Midwest with 59% 
predicting new hiring. Con-
tinuation of current employment 
levels by employers are 59% for the 
Midwest and 60% in the West , 
whlle 15% in the Midwesi and 12% 
for the West plan staff decreases. 
Nondurable Goods Slackening 
Nationally, the hiring in the 
manufacturing of nondurable 
goods sector is slackeni ng with only 
21% expecting increases in the 
number of workers. 
Since 1976, Manpower's 
quarterly · forecasts of hiring ex· 
pectations have been in step with 
actual increases in the number of 
people at work. Manpower's hiring 
predictions last year materialized 
even when conditions made such 
forecast s appear exceedingly 
optimistic. 
The quarterly employment 
outlook survey is conducted as a 
public service by Manpower, Inc. 
Designed and administered by 
Manpower's International. 
Research Department,- the survey 
uses a statistically representative 
sample of approximately 5,000 
large public and private employers, 
distributed among 10 industry 
sectors and some ISO U.S. cities. 
The survey results reflect em-
ployment intentions for the next 90 
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Clinton-Kennedy 
The Clinton-Walton-Kennedy Educational Complex, 100 
West Mosholu Parkway, Bronx, NY 10468, announces the 
opening of its Winter-Semester with a full schedule of classes 
for Adults. Free brochures will be available by writing to the 
school or by calling at (212) 549-4642 commencing January 
3, 1978. 
Some of the courses offered are 
astrology, auto mechanics, 
bookkeeping, bio-feedback, 
bridge, busiaess machines, 
cooking, dancing: belly, folk, 
modern, social, disco, golf, guitar, 
interior decorating, jewelr y 
making, judo, languages, lip-
reading, needlepoint, pamtmg, 
photography, psychology, pre-
High School Equivalency, 
securities and investments, sewing, 
stenography, tennis, travel agent, 
typing, woodworking, yoga, 
english-as-a second language, etc. 
These are non credit courses and 
consist of 8 weekly 90-minute 
sessions. Fees are nominal and 
range from $22.00 to $25 .00 for 
each course taken. The above is just 
a sampling of over 100 courses 
available. 
Of special interest, to those who 
need a High School Equivalency 
Diploma apply for High School 
E·quivalency Monday thru 
Thursday Evening at Clinton High 
School-Room !62. This program 
is free of charge. 
activities such as basketball, 
volleyball, ping-pong, badminton, 
jogging on indoor track etc. There 
is instruction in swimming and all 
activities. All courses are sponsored 
by the New York City Board of 
Education, Office of Continuing 
Education and instructors are 
licensed New York City teachers. 
In-person registration at the 
schools will take place from-
January 3 to January 13, 1978 
from 7:00 to 10:00 P.M. eoch 
evening. Classes begin }QIJU/Uy 13, 
1978. 
May we call special attention to-
Saturday morning chuses at 
Walton High School: 
For Adults 
Speciol Business Skills Courses --
Fee $12.00 per course. Courses 
offered : Bookkeeping, Business 
Machines, Office Practice, 
Stenography, Typing, Speed 
writing. Classes begin JtiiUIIU'y 18, 
1978. 
For Children 
7-IS years of age. ~~stration 
dates: February 4, II, lb~" .4arch 4, 
1978. Classes begin March -u. 
1978. 
among the most optimistic in past seven consecutive Manpower 
projecting their hiring plans. surveys with 28'1• of the region's 
Nationally. while seasonal employers planning to increase 
factors will result in a slower U.S. hiring. The percentage of em-
hiring pace during the first quarter ployers in the South who expect to 
ma.ke some cutbacks in their work ot. 1:9:18 ~rin&,,~rld~nce: amonB . 
the more • th'a · ·:·:s-;ooo1lr< u.S. · .forces stands\<at 1-l'lt ~ith, another 
s6.,. forecasting a status quo in businessmen interviewed continues 
Our Gala Sports Program for 
men and women consists of special 
Calisthenics classes for reducing 
and physical fitness. Recreational 
Mail registration wiU be oceqted 
for your convenience. 
days. Some of these intentions may 
change..unexpec:tedly. ·: ""h. :~::-:;.~r----....- Stadeat .L .. der• 
Award Prizes employment levels. 
to be positive. . The West's cumulative average, 
More optimism this year pulled down by the education, 
The current survey results in- services and public administration 
dicate that hiring plans for the sectors parallels the Midwest with 
quarter are slightly more optimistic 24% projecting hiring increases. 
than the figures from a similar The public administration sector's 
Manpower survey taken one year hiring outlook appears at an all-
ago when an annual hiring pattern 
that added over 3,000,000 jobs to 
the U.S. work force was 
Manpower, . Jnc., is a . major 
employer of office workers and 
semi-skilled and skilled workers in 
a wide variety of fields. The firm 
has an annual work force of more 
tl'lan 500,000 employees through its 
more than 700 offices in 33 
countries. Of these, more than 450 
offices are located in the U.S. 
established. 
A seasonal drop in hiring is 
expected due to lower activity in the 
wholesale-retail fields and the 
influence of winter weather on 
Midwest and Northeast con-
struction areas. 
Travel 
Excluding these seasonal factors, 
hiring should continue in a positive 
direction. 
One laggard anticipated in the 
first quarter is the service sector 
forecast, not directly· affected by 
seasonal factors, where em-
ployment expectations are at a 
lower level than at any time during 
the past 18 months. The drop in the 
hiring pace of the service sector is 
perhaps not surprising after a year 
of rapid and expanding job growth . 
Nationally, the employment 
outlook is slightly more optimistic 
than a similar Manpower survey 
taken one year ago. In the next 90 
days, one out of ever.y four em-
ployers interviewed (25%), 
compared to 24% last year, an-
ticipates adding more workers. The 
bulk of employers, 590fo for this 
year versus 60% last year, expects 
the hiring pace to remain the same. 
One out of every eight surveyed 
(13%), both this year and last, 
anticipates retrenchment in hiring. 
The· remairiirrg 3aio' ·for · both . years 
did not know what theit ··hiring 
plans would b'e: .. .;., •. •.'• ·, , .• .; . 
ADlerica 
There's no better time to think 
about Spring and Summer vacation 
plans than during the blustery 
winter that is still ahead. 
For people who have an interest 
in the out-of-doors and enjoy 
hiking, bicycling, sailing, etc. the 
non-profit American Youth 
Hostels association offers free 
literature about hosteling and more 
than 4,500 hostel locations 
worldwide where members can stay 
for as .little as $2 .50 to $3.50 a 
night-while traveling "under their 
own steam.·· 
A YH also offers a folder of pre-
planned 4-6 week trips through 
Europe and the Far East at ex-
ceptionally low prices. 
For free copies of how to get 
involved in hosteling in 1978, write 
to Anne Coyner, Travel Depart -
ment Manager, American Youth 
Hostels, Inc., National 
Headquarters, Delaplane, Virginia 
22025 . Ask for the general in-
formation brochure Hosteling and 
the travel folder "Highroad To 
Adventure 1978." 
Donation location 
Those persons who did not 
donate blood on December 14 and 
15, may donate as follows: 
I. Bronx Community College, 
at Silver Community Community 
Cafeteria on February 23, 1978 
from ·to a:m: 'to 3 p.m.; 
·:2 • . ~mericah Red Cross, 2185 
l1nlvetsity•Avenue (near 'BCC) on 
January 12, February 9, March 9, 
April 13, May II and June 8, 
1978 between the hours of 10 a.m. 
to3 p.m. 
If interested in donating near 
your home day or evening - call 
(212) 787-1000 EXT. 368 and ask 
for Mr. Larry Rosenblatt. He will 
provide information on location 
and time. 
Waller Thone and Peggy O'Garro present prizes at Christrus Disco 
T.A.P. and B.E.O.G. FOR SPRING 1978 
HURRY!!! HURRY!!! 
Please come in to LOEW HALL 224 and pick up your TAP and 
BEOG applications for the Spring Semester IF you have not already 
applied. (Remember, if you applied during the Fall Semester, that 
application is good for both September 1977 and February 1978 
semesters.) 
PART-TIME STUDENTS. GOOD NEWS!! 
Part-time students with an eligibiligy index of "0" to 
"250, "carrying between 6 and II credits, will be entitled to 100% 
tuition waiver. Those with an eligibility index of "25 1" to "800" 
will be entitled to 50% tuition waiver. 
Part-time students who turn in their SER by April 30th, 1978 will 
. receive ~ refu~d if they. meet the eligibility requirements for tuition 
waiver. 
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Day And Evening Final Ex~ 
1bls is tbe FiDal Examlaadon Sdledule sbowilc die Dldel, 'lllles, and R001 
Pleue check tbls Schedule to determine lf you have two •110re Eumlutj 
four exams scheduled on the Somt Day. If so, plttlu jlllOflt • "Conflkt F, 
Evening Office, 1T 00, bR:eea 1:00 and 9-.30 PM; ud GOIIIII Stadeat Ceat 
January 9, 1978. Any problems should be referred to Mr. P. Yelez In J 
THURSDAY, TYP 11-3160 TT328 TYP 11-3164 TT328 NUR 12-2967 GA203 ENGOl-1847 PHll SPN 15-268: 
JANUARY 12, 1978 TYP 12-3166 TT320 TYP·12-3168 Tf320 ENG02-1848 PH32 SHOll-313 TYP 13-3171 Tf318 TYP 13-3173 Tf318 suo 12-3140 Tf302 ENGOl-1849 Tf226 SH031-314 
9:00-11:00 AM TYP 14-3174 TT504 FRIDAY, JANUARY 13, suo 14-3144 Tf318 ENG02-l850 Tf221 SEC34-312J 
COURSE SECTION ROOM suo 18-3145 Tf318 ENGOl-1851 Tf116 SOC31·33l; 1978 ENG02-1852 Nl104 
ART 10-2757 BL304 1:30-3:30 PM 9:00-11:00 AM TYP 11-3162 Tf328 ENG02-1853 Tf330 
ENG02-1854 TT330 
CHM 11-1421* NI 207 COURSE SECTION ROOM COURSE SECTION ROOM ENG02-1855 Tf121 . 11:15-1:] 
CHM 11-1422* NI 207 *Three-Hour Final Exam (8-11 AM) ENG02-1856 Tf332 
CHM 11-1423* NI205 ACC 12·1211 NH23 ART 10-2758 BL304 11:15-1:15 PM ENG02-1857 Tf224 COURSE$ 
CHM 11-1424* NI 307 ACC 12·1212 NH24 COURSE SECTION ROOM ENG02-1858 Tf221 
ACC 12-1213 NH26 BIO 18-1021 NI 205 ENG02-1860 Tf332 ART 11-27t 
CMS 11-1511 Tf604 ACC 12-1222 NH33 BI046-4002 Nl307 ART31-2777 BL310 ENG02·1915 Tf332 ART12-2,. 
CMS 11-1512 Tf603 
CMS 11-1513 TT606 ACC 13-1215 NH34 CHM 22-1438* NI 400B BIO 18-1023 HA 101 HLT91-2127 GH20t BI011-100 
CMS 13-1546 Tf607 ACC 13-1216 NH36 CHM 35-1443* NI 207 BIO 26-1039 GA301 HLT93-2140 GH101 BIO 11-100 
CMS 15-1552 TT620 CUM 35-1449* Nl207 BUS 11-1251 NH23 PEA21-2020 AGPOOL BIO 11-100 
CMS 21-1560 Tf501 ACC 14-1218 NH25 BUS 11-1252 NH24 PEA31-2033 AGGYM BIOI1·100 
ACC 14·1219 NH37 CMS 11·1508 Tf604 BUS 11·1253 NH26 PEA41-2054 AG302 BIO 11-1~ 
HLT91-2116 GH201 CMS 11-1509 Tf603 BUS 11-1254 NH33 BI011-ll)t 
HLT91-2ll7 GH202 BI043-1045 Tf227 CMS 11·1510 TT606 BUS 11-1255 NH34 POL 11-3126 BH221 BI011·19t 
HLT93-2137 GH200 BI043-1062 Tf227 BUS 11-1256 NH25 POL11-3228 BH221 BIO 11·19t 
HLT97-2141 BL301 ENG 13-1863 NI 104 BUS 11-1257 GAIOI POL 11-3229 BH228 BI011-11)t 
CMS 11-1537 Tf205 ENG 13-1864 NI 104 BUS 11-1258 NH36 BIO 11-101 
MUS 12-2842 GU342 ENG 13-1865 Tf224 BUS 11-1259 GA 103 PSY 43-3269 BH226 BIO 11-101 
MUS43-2857 GU214 ENG01-1801 BH228 ENG 13-1866 TT225 BUS 11-1261 NH37 3:45-5:45 PM BIO 11·101 MUS 70-2866 GU344 ENG 01-1802 BH228 ENG 13-1867 NI 104 BUS 11-1268 GAtOS BIO 11-101 
ENGOI-1803 BH228 ENG 13-1868 NI 104 COM31-3111 Tf504 
MTH 34-2541* BL206 ENG01·1804 BH .226 ENG 13-1869 TT332 ENG 14-1904 TT224 NO EXAMS SCHEDULED BIO 12-1ol 
ENG01-1805 BH226 ENG 13-1870 PH II ENG53-1910 TillS MONDAY, JANUARY 16, BI012-1of NUR 14-ALL* NI 104 ENGOl-1806 HA 101 ENG 13-1871 NI 104 F.SL 11-3399 . Tf228 
ENG 01-1807 LH36 ENG 13-1872 Nl104 ESL 11-3401 Tf228 1978 CMS 11-1$ 
PEA 21-2014 AGPool 
. CMSll·.~ ENGOI-1808 LH37 ENG 13-1873 TT226 ESLll-3402 Tf332 
ENGOI-1809 HA 101 ENG 13-1874 TT227 ESL 11-3403 TI331 9:00-11:00 AM 
suo 13-3143 Tf504 ENG01·1810 LH36 ENG 13-1875 NI 104 ESL 11-3404 Tf228 COURSE SECTION ROOM DATJ0-1~ 
ENG 01-1811 BH228 ENG 13-1876 TT330 ESL 11-3406 TT332 DAT30-13 
TYP 11-3159 TT328 ENG 01-1812 N1205 ENG 13-1877 PH32 ART 11-2763 BLJGC DATJO.~ 
TYP 12-3165 Tf320 ENGOl-1813 Nl207 ENG 13-1878 PH II HLT97-2142 GHlOO BIO 18-1022 HAiti DAT30-
ENG 01-1814 LH37 ENG 13-1879 LH36 BI023-1027 NllN l 
11:15-1:15 PM ENGOI-1815 Nl207 ENG 13-1880 LH37 MKT41-1349 TT226 BIO 23-1028 NIIN ECO 12-Jl 
ENG01-1816 Nl207 ENG 13-1881 ·· Tf332 BIO 23-1029 Nil .. 
COURSE SECTION ROOM ENG 01-1817 Tf225 ENG 13-1882 PH32 MUS 10-2829 GU105 BI023-1030 NIIN ENG 14-tt 
ENGOI-1819 Tf228 ENG 13-1883 BL207 MUS 11-2837 GU214 BIO 23-1031 Nil .. 
ACC 11-1201 NH23 ENG01-1821 TT226 ENG 13-1884 Tf228 BIO 23-1032 Nl104 HLT91·1l 
ACC 11-1201 NH25 ENGOI-1822 Tf226 ENG 13-1885 TT331 NUR21-ALL Nl104 HLT93·1J 
ACC 11-1203 NH36 ENGOI-1823 TT225 ENG 13-1886 BH226 CHM 17-1431* Nl207 
ACC 11-1205 NH37 ENG 01-1824 NI 205 ENG 13-1887 HA 101 PEA24-2028 AGPOOL CHM 17-1432* Nl107 MECOI·l 
ACC 11-1206 NH26 ENG 01-1826 Tf228 ENG 13-1888 PH 11 PEA35-2046 AGGYM CUM 17-1433* Nl207 MECOI·l 
ACC 11-1207 NH33 ENG01-1827 Tfll8 ENG 13-1889 PH 11 PEA41-2050 AG302 CHM 31-1440* Nl307 
ACC 11-1208 GA 101 ENG56-4010 TT224 ENG 13~1890 BH226 CUM 41-1445* NI400A MUS10-1; 
ACC tt-1209 GA 103 ENG 13-1891 Tf228 suo 12-3141 Tf318 MUS17-1 
ACC 11·1210 NH24 HLT91-2129 GH200 ENG 13-1892 PH33 TYP ll-3163 TT328 CMS 11-1515 . Tf603 MUS51-l 
ACC 11·1220 NH34 HLT92-2136 GH201 ENG 13-1896 BH228 CMS 11-1516 Tf604 
ACC 11-1221 GA 105 MUS 11-2839 GU342 ENG 13-1897 BH228 1:30-3:30 PM CMS 11-1517 Tf606 PEA 11-la 
MUS53-2860 GU333 ENG 13-1898 HA 101 CMS21-1559 Tf607 PEA81·ll 
ENG 72-1914 TI331 NUR24-ALL PH 11 ENG 13-]899 Tf332 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
PEA 11-2008 AGGYM ENG 13-1916 BH228 DAT42-1307 NH23 SPN22-2t 
HLT91-2122 GH200 PEA26-2029 AGPOOL ENG 13-1917 BH228 ART 11-4014 BL304 
PEA 35-2047 AGGYM ENG 13-1918 PH32 BI022-4001 HA 101 EDU 10-3351 Tf203 SHO 11·3 
MTH 16-2512 Nl307 ENG 13-1919 BH 228 BI041-1043 TI331 ENG 15-1907 Tf217 SOC37-l; 
MTH 16-2514 LH36 SPN 17-2688 TT501 BI041-1044 TT331 
MTH 16-2515 LH37 TYP 11-3161 Tf328 MKT 17-1346 GA205 FRN 12-2603 TT224 WPR 11-~ 
TYP 12-3167 Tf320 MTH 21-2520 GA207 BUS41-1262 NH23 FRN 13-2604 Tf224 
NllR 13-AU. Nl104 TYP 13-3172 TT318 MTH 31-2537* SA203 BUS41-1263 NH24 1:30-3:: 
MTH 31-2538* SA205 HLT91-2111 GH200 
MUS 70-2867 GU344 3:45-5:45 PM MTH 33-2540* SA202 COM 31-3112 TTS04 COURSl 
MUS 11-2835 GU342 MTH 30-2531* Tf225 
SPN 13-2680 TI224 BI062-4007 BU 301 MUS41-2855 GU214 ENG 02-1829 Nl104 MTH 30-2532* Tf216 ART1H 
SPN 13-2681 Tf225 ENG 02-1830 Nl104 MTH 30-2533* Tf330 ART22-~ 
SPN 13-2683 TT226 CMS 11-1545 TT205 PEA 11-2003 AGGYM ENG02-1831 Nl104 MTH 30-2535* TT331 
PEA 23-2026 AGPOOI. ENG 02-1833 NII04 MTH 30-2536* BLl07 AST 11·3 
soc 11-3302 TI330 EDU 26-4016 Tf501 PEA 81-2061 AG3JJ ENG 02-1834 Nll04 MTH 30-2548* BL206 
SOC I 1-3303 NI 207 ELC 25-1707 HA 101 ENG02-1835 Nl104 MTH 32-2546* LH37 BUS51·l 
soc 11-3304 PH II ELC25-1708 HA 101 NUR 12-2909 GA 101 ENG 02-1836 Nl104 MTH 32-2545* LH36 BUS51-l 
SOC I 1-3305 BH 228 NUR 12-2910 GA 101 ENG02-1837 PH 11 BUS5H 
soc 11-3306 TI228 HLT91-2133 GH200 NUR 12-2911 GA 103 ENG02-1838 PH 11 NUR26-ALL NI105 BUS5H 
soc 11-3308 BH228 NUR 12-2912 GA 103 ENG 02-1839 NI 104 BUS51-l 
soc 11-3309 PH 11 MTH06-ALL See Dept. NUR 12-2913 GA lOS ENG02-1840 PH ll PEA 11-2004 AGGYM 
SOC I 1-3310 PH 11 Office for Rooms NUR 12-2914 GA 105 ENG 02-1841 PH32 PEA22-2024 AGPOOL CMSll~ 
soc 11-3312 TT332 NUR 12-2915 GA 107 ENG 02-1842 PH33 PEA27-2030 AGPOOL CMSll~ 
SOC I 1-3313 Nl207 MTH 12·2510 TT330 NUR 12-2916 GA 107 ENG02-1843 Tf224 PEA81-2058 AG311 CMSit. 
soc 11-3314 TT228 MTH 12-2511 TT331 NUR 12-2917 GA201 ENG02-1844 Tf225 PHYOI-3051 BH226 CMSll~ 
soc 11-3315 Tf332 NUR 12-2918 GA201 ENG02-1845 Tf225 PHY 11-3054* BH228 CMS 13. 
soc 11-3317 BH228 SPN 41-2695 Tf226 NUR 12-2966 GA203 ENG 02-1846 PH33 PHY 21-3055* BH228 CMS21~ 
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I Exain Schedule - F alll977 
lg die Data, TilDes, aDd Rooms, of tbe Fall, 1977 Day Final Examinations. 
•have two or JDOre Eumlaatlons scheduled for tbe same time (Conflict) or 
, pl«zu fill out' "Conjlict Form" in duplicate. (Forms are available in tbe 
l PM; aDd GOIIId Studeat Center Room 203, from 10:00 AM and 9:30PM) by 
"tferred to Mr. P. Velez In LH 2l once the Examlaatlon Period begins. 
PHil 
PH32 
TI226 
TI221 
TI226 
Nl104 
TI330 
TI330 
TI221 
TI332 
TI224 
TI221 
TI332 
TI332 
GH200 
GH201 
AGPOOL 
AGGYM 
AG302 
8H221 
8H221 
8H221 
SPN 15-2685 
SHO 11-3137 
SH031-3146 
SEC34-3121 
SOC31-3318 
11:15-1:15 PM 
COURSE SECTION 
ART 11-2766 
ART 12-2771 
PH33 
TI320 
TI318 
TI302 
PH32 
ECO 11-3201 
ECO 11-3202 
ECO 11·3203 
ECO 11-3204 
ECO 11·3205 
HLT91-2124 
MKT71-1350 
ROOM MEC 11-1753 
MEC 11-1754 
BL304 
BL 302 MUS 52-2859 
PEA 12-2010 
PEA 21-2018 
PHY 11-3052 
SHO 11-3139 
WPR 12-3183 
PH 11 
TT332 
PH II 
TI332 
PH II 
GH200 
TT228 
8L 105A 
8L201 
GU333 
AG311 
AGPOOL 
8H228 
TI320 
TT302 
8H226 
BIO 11-1001 
BIO 11-1002 
BIO 11-1003 
BIO 11-1004 
BIO 11-1005 
81011-1006 
81011-1007 
81011-1008 
81011-1009 
81011-1010 
81011-1011 
81011-1012 
81011-1013 
Nl104 
Nl104 
Nl104 
NII04 
Nl Z07 
Nl207 
Nli07 
TI228 
TI228 
TI228 
Nl104 
Nl104 
NII04 
MONDAY, 
JANUARY 16, 1978 
)LED 
~ 
lJARY16, 
81012-1014 
810 12-1015 
t 
ROOM 
8L304 
HA 101 
Nl104 
Nl104 
Nl104 
Nl104 
Nl104 
Nl104 
Nl207 
Nl207 
Nl207 
Nl307 
CMS 11-1525 
CMS 11-1526 
DAT30-1301 
DAT 30-1302 
DAT 30-1303 
DATJ0-1309 
ECO 12-3206 
ENG14-1903 
HLT91-2118 
HLT93-2138 
MEC01-1751 
MEC01-1752 
NI400A MUS 10-2827 
MUS 17-2844 
TT603 MUSS1-28S8 
TT604 
TT 606 PEA 11-2006 
TT607 PEA81-2062 
NH 23 SPN 22-2691 
TT 203 SHO 11-3138 
TT 227 SOC 37-3324 
TT 224 WPR 11-3181 
TT224 
1:30-3:30 PM 
GH200 
COURSE SECTION 
TT22S 
TT 226 ART 11-2767 
TI 330 ART 22-2776 
TT331 
BL 207 AST 11-3091 
BL206 
LH 37 BUS 51-1264 
LH 36 BUS 51-1266 
8USS1-1267 
Nl205 BUS 51-1269 
BUSS1-1270 
AGGYM 
AG POOL CMS 11-1527 
AG POOL CMS 11-1528 
AG 311 CMS 11-1529 
8H 226 CMS 11-1530 
8H 228 CMS 13-1548 
BH 228 CMS 21-1566 
3:45-5:45 PM 
TI332 
TI 332 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
TI 604 BIO 18-1024 
TI603 81028-1040 
81028-1041 
BH 228 810 28-1061 
8H 228 81060-1051 
BH 226 BIO 60-4004 
8H 228 810 60-4005 
TT 224 CMS 11-1538 
CMS 11-1539 
TI22S CMS 11-1540 
GH 200 OAT 41-1306 
GH201 
ELC35-1710 
BL201 
BL 208 HLT 91-2130 
GU 342 LAW 41-1331 
GU lOS LAW 41-1332 
GU333 LAW41-1333 
LAW 41-1334 
AGGYM 
AG 311 MKT 13-1345 
TT 227 MUS 11-2841 
TT 320 PHY 61-3062 
TT 226 PEA 46-2057 
PSY 31-3255 
TT 302 PSY 31-3256 
PSY 31-3257 
PSY 31-3258 
PSY'31-3259 
ROOM RDL 01-3426 
RDL01-3427 
8L 304 RDL 01-3429 
8L310 RDLOI-3431 
RDL 01-3432 
BH 226 RDL 01-3433 
RDLOI-3434 
NH 23 RDL 01-3435 
TT 228 RDL 01-3436 
NH 25 RDL01-3438 
NH 26 RDL01-3439 
NH 27 RDL 01-3440 
RDL 01-3441 
IT 604 RDL 01-3443 
TT 606 RDL 01-3444 
TT603 RDL01-3445 
TI 607 RDL 01-3447 
TT 620 RDL 01-3448 
TI 317 RDL01-3449 
HA 101 
PH II 
PH 11 
PH 11 
8H228 
BH228 
BH228 
TT604 
TT606 
TT603 
NH23 
TI227 
GH200 
Nl104 
NII04 
Nl104 
Nl104 
NH24 
GU342 
TT224 
AG302 
8H226 
PH32 
8H226 
LH36 
LH37 
IT332 
TT332 
Nl207 
Nl205 
TT225 
TT332 
IT317 
TT226 
IT228 
TT226 
TT225 
TT228 
Nl207 
Nl205 
Nl207 
TI228 
Tf330 
TI330 
TT 331 
TUESDAY, 
JANUARY 17, 1978 
MTH 21-2523 
MTH 22-2527 
MTH 22-2528 
9:00-11:00 AM 
MUS 70-2864 
COURSE SECTION ROOM 
ART 11-2762 
ART 21-2775 
BIO 24·1057 
810 24-1058 
BIO 24-1059 
CHM 18-1435* 
CHM 18-1436* 
CHM 32-1441* 
CMS 11-1507 
CMS21-1558 
DAT31-1304 
EDU 16·3353 
ELC 11-1703 
ENG 14-1901 
ENG40-1908 
ESL01-3393 
ESL01-3394 
ESL01-3395 
ESL01-3396 
ESL01-3398 
GEO 10-2380 
GER 11-2621 
HLT91-2112 
MTH 18-2519 
MTH 21-2521 
MTH 21-2522 
MTH 35-2542* 
MTH 45-2543 
MUS 10-2826 
MUS2853 
MUS42-2856 
PEA 11-2005 
PEA 21-2012 
PEA 81-2059 
PHY 31-3057* 
TYP01-3156 
PHY 32-3059* 
11:15-1:15 PM 
COURSt: SECTION 
ART 11 -2764 
81025-1038 
CMS 11-1522 
CMS 11-1523 
CMS 11-1524 
CMS 16-1555 
CMS 21-1562 
CMS21-1563 
CMT51-1673 
CMT 52-1674 
t:N<; 14-1902 
t'RN 11-2601 
t'RN 11-2602 
GER 12-2622 
GERI3-2623 
HLT91-2119 
HI.T91-2123 
MKT 11 -1341 
MKT 11 -1342 
MKT 11-1343 
MKT 11-1344 
MKT 11-1351 
PEA 12-2009 
8L 304 PEA 22-2025 
8L310 PEA41-2049 
8H 228 PSY 22-3252 
8H 228 SPN 16-2687 
8H 228 TYP01-3157 
Nl207 1:30-3:30 PM 
Nl207 
Nl 205 COURSE SECTION 
TT 603 ART 10-2759 
TT 604 ART 15-3772 
NH 23 CMS 11-1531 
CMS 11-1532 
TT 418 CMS 11-1533 
TT 331 CMS 11-1535 
TT 227 CMS 13-1549 
TT 330 CMS 14-1550 
CMS25-1567 
TT606 
TT607 HLT91-2125 
TT 629 HIS 39-2238 
TT401 
TT405 MKT33-1347 
MTH 11-2504 
TI 224 MTH 11-2505 
TT 225 MT.U 11-2506 
MTH 11-2507 
GH 200 MTH 11-2508 
MTH 21-2525 
LH 37 MTH 23-2530 
TT 226 MEC 21-1756 
LH 36 MEC 21-1757 
TT 222 MUS 71-2868 
GT418 
PEA 11-2007 
GU 342 PEA 12-2011 
GU 214 PEA 21-2019 
GU 105 PEA 41-2051 
AGGYM 
AG POOL PSY 11-3236 
AG 311 PSY 11-3238 
8H 226 PSY 11-3239 
TT 320 PSY 11-3240 
HA 101 PSY 11-3241 
PSY 11-3242 
PSY 11-3243 
PSY 11-3244 
ROOM PSY 11-3245 
PSY 11-3246 
8L 304 PSY 11-3247 
HA 101 PSY 11-3248 
PSY 11-3249 
TT 604 PSY 11-3250 
TT 603 PSY 11-3251 
TT 606 PSY 11-3272 
TT607 
TT 620 PSY 42-3268 
TT401 
TT 405 SOC 32-3320 
TT405 
TT 226 3:45-5:45 PM 
TT224 
TT 225 COURSE SECTION 
TT227 ART71-2780 
TT227 81061-1055 
81061-4006 
GH200 
GH 202 CHM 02-1401 
CHM 02-1402 
NH 23 CHM 02-1403 
NH 24 CHM 02-1404 
NH 25 CHM 02-1406 
NH 26 CHM 02-1407 
NH 33 CHM 02-1409 
NH 31 CHM 02-1410 
NH 27 CHM 02·1411 
NH 34 CHM 02-1414 
CHM 02-1415 
GU 344 CHM 02-1417 
CHM 02-1420 
AG311 
AG POOL CMS 11-1541 
AG 302 CMS 11-1542 
TT 330 CMS 11-1543 
TT331 
TT 320 EDU 24-3355 
EDU 50-4017 
ELC01-1702 
ROOM 
HLT91-2132 
8L304 LAW 47-1336 
8L310 
MEC33-1759 
TT604 
TT603 MUS25-2851 
IT606 
IT 405 PSY 41-3262 
TT 401 PSY 41-3263 
TT 607 PSY 41-3264 
TT620 PSY 41-3265 
PSY 41-3266 
GH 200 PSY 41-3267 
TI224 
8H228 
NI400A 
Nl 207 
Nl104 
Nl104 
Nl4008 
IT604 
TT603 
TT606 
TT607 
TT620 
TT227 
GH200 
IT224 
8L201 
GU342 
TT228 
TI228 
PH II 
TT225 
PH II 
PH II 
WEDNESDAY, 
TT330 JANUARY 18. 1978 
TT 225 9:00-11:00 AM 
TT 226 COURSE SECTION 
LH36 
PH 32 ART 10-2756 
PH 33 ART 21-2774 
TT 227 ART 51-2779 
TT331 
TT 332 810 15-1017 
TT 332 810 15-1018 
GU 344 810 18-1060 
ROOM 
RL304 
8L310 
BL302 
8H226 
8H226 
HA101 
AG GYM CHM 14-1426* Nl104 
AG 311 CHM 14-1427* N1104 
AG POOL CHM14-1428* Nl104 
AG 302 CHM 14-1430* Nl104 
CHM 14-1448* Nl104 
Nl205 
BH 228 CHM 33-1442* Nl307 
BH226 
TT 228 CMS 11-1506 TT604 
BH 228 CMS 15-1551 TT603 
8H226 
PH II ELC 38-1711 
Nl207 ENG 14-1900 
Tf228 HLT91-2113 
SA 203 HLT91-2114 
BH228 
Nl207 ITL 11-2642 
8H228 
SA 205 MUS 11-2833 
PH II MUS 18-2845 
PH II MUS 72-2870 
HA 101 PEA 11-2002 
PHY 34-3060* 
SA 202 PHY 22-3056 
POL 51-3230 
PSY 35-3261 
PSY 81-3271 
ROOM RDL 02-3452 
RDL 02-3453 
BL 304 RDL 02-3454 
HA 101 RDL 02-3458 
HA 101 RDL 02-3460 
RDL02-3462 
Nl104 RDL 02-3463 
Nl104 RDL 02-3464 
Nl 104 RDL 02-3465 
Nl 207 RDL 02-3466 
Nl207 RDL 02-3467 
BH 228 RDL 02-3469 
BH 228 RDL 02-3470 
BL206 
TI331 
GH 200 
GH 202 
8L207 
GU333 
GU 214 
GU 344 
A<; GYM 
GT418 
GT205 
TT 606 
Nl205 
TT607 
TT228 
TT330 
'IT224 
TT203 
TT 332 
Tf227 
T J' 224 
TT330 
TT205 
1.1136 
TT 332 
Tr22S 
TT228 
PageS COMMUNICATOR 
RDL02-3471 
RDL02-3473 
RDL02-3475 
RDL02-3476 
RDL02-3477 
RDL02-3478 
RDL02-3479 
RDL02-3480 
RDL02-3481 
RDL02-3483 
RDL02-3484 
RDL02-3485 
RDL02-3486 
LH 37 HIS 12-2212 
TT 226 HIS 12-2213 
TT 225 HIS12-2214 
TT 401 HIS 12-2215 
PH 32 HIS 12-2216 
TT 332 HIS 12-2217 
PH 32 HIS 12-2218 
LH 36 HIS 12-2219 
TT 228 HIS 12-2220 
LH 37 HIS 12-2221 
PH 33 HIS 12-2222 
PH 33 HIS 12-2223 
TT 405 HIS 12-2225 
RDL02-3488 TT 311 HIS 12-2226 
HIS 12-2227 
SPN 21 -26119 TT 501 HIS 12-2228 
HIS 12-2229 
SOC 33-3321 PH II HIS 12-2230 
11:15-1:15 PM HIS 12-2231 
COURSE SEC:TIO:\ ROOM HIS 12-2232 
HIS 12-2233 
CMS11 -1 518 TH03 IIIS12-4012 
CMS 11 -1 520 TT6U4 
C MS 11 -1521 TT6116 MEC 12-1155 
MUS 10-2830 
CMS 21 -1561 TT607 
DAT 40-1305 
OAT 40-1308 
PEA 21-2017 
:\H 23 PEA 31-2032 
'ol H 24 PSY 22-3254 
SA 203 SOC 35-3323 
Nl104 
Nl104 
GMLAUD. 
BH228 
GMLAUD. 
IT AUD. 
PH 11 
IT226 
Nl104 
BH 228 
GMLAUD. 
PH 11 
TT AUD. 
Nl104 
PH II 
NII04 
GMI. AUD. 
GMI. AUD. 
NII04 
TT224 
TT225 
Nl104 
Bl. 201 
GU 342 
AG POOL 
AG(;YM 
IT332 
TT228 ELC 21-1705 
ELC 45-1113 
HLT91-2120 
HLT91-2121 
SA 205 
GH 200 
GH202 
3:45-5:45 PM 
COURSE SECTION ROOM 
HIS 21-2234 
MTH 17-2516 
MTH 17-2517 
MUS 11-2836 
MUS70-2865 
MUS81-2812 
PEA 21-2015 
PEA 31-2031 
PEAJS-2045 
PEA42-2056 
PSY 44-3270 
IT 227 BIO 63-4008 
IT 331 CMS 11-1544 
IT 317 
FIN 31-1326 
GU 214 
GU 344 LAW 45-1335 
GU 105 
MEC25-1758 
AGPOOL 
AG GYM MUS65-2863 
AGGYM 
AG 302 PHL 11-3216 
IT 330 PHY 12-3053 
IT 332 SPN 12-2674 
TT 228 SPN 12-2675 
TT 226 SPN 12-2676 
TT 228 SPN 12-2617 
Nl 104 SPN 12-2678 
IT204 
IT205 
IT224 
IT225 
SAB6 
GUIOS 
IT332 
IT227 
IT226 
IT330 
IT228 
TT331 
IT228 
MTH 16-6441 
MTH 33-6450* 
PEA 11-6004 
PEA 12-6005 
PEA 27-6010 
RDLOI-7426 
RDLOI-7428 
RDL01-7430 
RDLOI-7431 
RDL02-7435 
RDL02-7436 
RDI.02-7437 
RDL02-7438 
RDI. 02-7439 
RDL02-7440 
RDL02-7443 
COURSE SECTION 
ACC 11-5201 
ACC 11-5203 
ACC 11-5205 
ACC 11-5206 
ACC 11-5207 
ART 10-6756 
BIO 61-8005 
ENG 01-5801 
ENG 01-5802 
ENG01-5803 
ENGOI-5804 
ENGOI-5807 
ENG 02-5810 
ENG02-5811 
ENG02-5812 
ENG02-5813 
ENG02-5814 
HLT91-6111 
HIS 11-6201 
HIS 11-6202 
HIS 12-6203 
HIS 12-6204 
HIS 12-6206 
HIS 12-6208 
HIS 12-6209 
MEC21-8012 
MTH 17-6443 
MTH 17-6454 
MTH 30-6446* 
MTHJO~* 
MTH 30-6455* 
MTH 31-6449* 
PEA 11-6001 
PEA 21-6006 
SEC41-7122 
SHO 11-7136 
SHO 13-7140 
SHO 17-7143 
SPN 11-2656 
SPN 11-2658 
SPN 11-2659 
SPN 11-2660 
SPN 11-2661 
SPN 11-2662 
SPN 11-2663 
SPN 11-2664 
SPN 11-2665 
SPN 11-2666 
SPN 11-2671 
SPN 11-2672 
SPN 11-2697 
Nl104 EVENING SCHEDULE *Three-Hour F' inal 
TT 332 Th" . F'" I ... . . (6:00-9:00 PM) 
soc 34-3322 
IS 1s lhe ma .-.xamma11on 
N1207 ·Schedule showing lhe Dales, Times, 8:15-10:15 PM 
Nl 104 and Rooms of lhe hll 1977 Evening 
PH 11 Final Examinations. Procluring COURSE SECTION 
PH 11 Assignments for Evening Exams will 
Nl 207 be forwarded by lhe Evening Session ACC 13-5213 
TT 225 Of{jce. Day Session, Saturday, and ACC l3-5214 
Extension Center Finals will be lisled CHM 02-54o1 
TT 224 in the appropriate Schedule which will CHM 02_5402 
be published separately. 
I :30-3:30 PM 
Please check this Schedule lo 
determine if you have two or more 
Examinations scheduled for lhe same 
time (CONFLICT). If so, please fill 
CHM 02-5403 
CHM 02-5404 
I>AT 30-5301 
DAT 30-5302 
ELC01-5702 
ENG 13-5811 
ENG 13-5818 
COURSE SECTION 
ART 41-2178 
CMS 11-1536 
CMS 16-1556 
CMS 21-1564 
CMS 21-1565 
EI>U 10-3352 
ENG 14-1905 
HLT91-2126 
HLT91-2128 
IllS 11-2202 
HISII-2202 
HIS 11-2204 
HIS 11-4011 
IllS 12-2205 
HIS 12-2206 
IllS 12-2207 
HIS 12-2209 
tfiS 12-2210 
lfiS 12-22 1 I 
ROOM out a "Conflict Form" in duplicate. 
(1-'orms are available in lhe Evening 
81.81 Office, TT-G02, belween 2:00-9:30 
PM; and Gould Studenl Center Room 
TT 603 102, from 10:00 AM-9:30 PM) by 
rr 604 January 9, 1978. Resolutions may be 
Tf 606 picked up in TT-G02 afler you have 
TT 607 filed. 
TT317 
Tf331 
THURSDAY 
JANUARY 12, 1978 
Gil 200 6:00-8:00 PM 
Gil 201 
GML. AUI> 
GMI . AlJD. 
rr330 
GMI. Atm. 
l'tf II 
811 2211 
GMI. AlJD. 
TT Al)J). 
GML :\ li D. 
811 221! 
COURSE SECTION 
BUS 11-5251 
BUS 11-5252 
BUS 11-5254 
BUS 51-5258 
8lJS 51-5259 
CJIM 14-5408* 
II LT 91-6114 
I.AW41-5331 
I.A W 41-5332 
MTII 16-6440 
ROOM 
NH23 
NH24 
NH25 
TT224 
Tf225 
Nl307 
TT226 
Tf332 
"IT 332 
TT330 
ENG 13-5820 
ENG 13-5821 
ENG 13-5822 
ENG 13-5824 
ENG 13-5825 
ENG 13-8008 
MTH 21-6444 
MTH 21-6445 
COURSE SECTION 
ACC 12-5210 
ACC 12-5211 
ACC 12-5212 
MKT 11-5341 
MKT 11-5342 
MKT 11-5343 
MTH 05-6401 
MTII 05-6402 
MTH 05-6403 
MTH05-6404 
MTH 05-6405 
MTH 05-6406 
IT331 
IT202 
AGGYM 
AG311 
AGPOOL 
IT203 
IT204 
IT205 
IT317 
TT403 
TT405 
IT418 
IT419 
IT604 
TT603 
IT606 
ROOM 
NH 23 
!\H 24 
NH 26 
NH 25 
~H33 
81.304 
~H 27 
TT 332 
TT203 
TT204 
IT 332 
TT 332 
IT205 
TT40S 
MTH05-6407 
MTH05-6408 
MTH 05-6409 
MTH05-6410 
MTH OS-6411 
MTH 05-6412 
MTHOS-6413 
MTHOS-6414 
MTH 06-6424 
MTH 06-6425 
MTH 06-6426 
MTH 06-6429 
MTH 06-6430 
MTH 06-6431 
MTH 06-6432 
MTH 11-6436 
MTH 11-6437 
MTH 11-6438 
PEA 31-6011 
SPN 11-6656 
SPN 11-6657 
SPN 11-6659 
SPN 11-6660 
TYP 11-7156 
TYP 12-7159 
TYP 13-7160 
TUESDAY, 
JANUARY 
6:00-8:00 PM 
IT 418 COURSE SECTION 
IT419 
IT202 
TTSOI 
NII04 
NII04 
NII04 
IT224 
Nl104 
NI207 
NI207 
BL302 
IT330 
NH31 
TT227 
TillS 
TT331 
TT226 
AGGYM 
AGPOOL 
TTS04 
TT320 
TT318 
TT318 
ART 11-6760 
AST 11-7091 
AST 12-7092 
BIO 12-5004 
BIO 18-5006 
BIO 24-5011 
BI025-SOI2 
BI026-5013 
BI028-5014 
BI043-5016 
BI060-8004 
CHM 11-5406* 
CHM 15-5409* 
CHM 17-5410* 
CHM 31-5412* 
CHM 41-5413* 
CMS 11-5504 
CMS 11-5505 
CMS 11-5508 
CMS 11-8007 
CMS IS-5512 
DAT 41-5304 
Examination ELC 25-5706 
ELC 35-5707 
ELC85-5710 
ENG 14-8010 
HLT91-6112 
ROOM HLT93-6117 
HIS37-6210 
NH 23 MUS 10-6826 
NH 24 MUS 11-6829 
Nl 104 MUS 40-6832 
Nl104 PEA 21-6007 
Nl207 PEA 81-6017 
Nl207 PHY 11-7052 
NH 25 PHY 22-7054* 
NH 26 PSY 11-7237 
NH 27 PSY 41-7243 
TT 227 SEC 35-7121 
TT 332 SHO 15-7141 
PH 11 SPN 12-6662 
BH 226 SPN 13-6665 
TT 332 SPN 31-6669 
BH 228 SOC 11-7302 
PH II *Three-Hour 1-'inal 
8H 228 (6:00-9:00 P.M.) 
TT226 8:15-10:15 PM 
Nl205 
COURSE SECTION 
ROOM 
RIO 15-5005 
NH 24 CMS 11-5509 
N H 25 ECO 11-7204 
N II 23 EI.C 88-5711 
TT 224 MKT 18-5345 
TT 330 PEA 22-6009 
LH 32 PSY 11-7239 
Nll26 PSY 31-7242 
Bl . 301 TYP 12-7158 
NH 27 ECO 11-7203 
81.302 
BH 228 *Three-Hour 1-' inal 
8 1. 304 (6:00-9:00 PM) 
BH228 
BH228 
BH228 
BH228 
LH36 
TT332 
LH33 
LH37 
LH33 
BH226 
LH33 
NH31 
NH33 
NH34 
BH 226 
NI20S 
TT332 
Nl207 
AGGYM 
NII04 
Nl307 
Nl104 
Nl104 
TT328 
TT320 
TT318 
17, 1978 
ROOM 
BL304 
BH226 
BH226 
BL301 
BL207 
BL302 
BL206 
TTG01 
TTG11 
TT203 
TT202 
TT227 
TT204 
TT105 
TT222 
TT311 
TT620 
TT606 
TT607 
TT604 
TT603 
TT403 
TT331 
TT405 
TT418 
TT332 
GH200 
GH 201 
SA203 
GU lOS 
GU342 
GU 214 
AGPOOL 
AG311 
SA202 
January 10,1978 
WEDNESDAY, 
JANUARY 18,1978 
6:00-8:00 PM 
COURSE SECTION 
ART 11-6759 
ART21-6763 
BIO 23-5008 
BI023-S009 
BI041-5015 
BI047-8002 
81062-8006 
BUS 41-5256 
CHM 12-5407* 
CHM 18-5411* 
CMS 11-5502 
CMS 14-5511 
CMS 21-5514 
CMS 21-5516 
DAT40-5303 
EDU 10-7351 
EDU 31-7353 
ELC 21-5705 
ELC92-S712 
ELC92-5713 
ENG 14-5827 
ENG 54-5831 
ESLOI-7391 
ESL01-7392 
ESL 11-7394 
FIN 31-5326 
FRN 11-6601 
GER 11-6621 
HLT91-6113 
MEC01-5751 
MEC 11-5753 
MEC28-5755 
PEA35-6014 
PEA46-6016 
PHY01-7051 
PHY 21-7053* 
PHY 31-7055* 
PHY 32-7056* 
PHY 33-7057* 
POL JJ-7226 
PSY 11-7136 
PSY 22-7240 
SPN 21-6668 
soc 11-7301 
SOC31-7305 
8:15-10:15 PM 
COURSE SECTION 
ACC 14-5216 
ART 12-6762 
BIO 11-5001 
BIO 11-5003 
BIO 11-8002 
CMS 11-5507 
CMS 13-5510 
CMS 16-5513 
MEC 31-5756 
MTH 18-6452 
MUS 12-6831 
PSY 11-7238 
PSY 31-7241 
ROOM 
BL304 
BL310 
BL207 
BL206 
BL301 
TTG11 
BL302 
NH23 
SA202 
SA 201 
TT604 
TT603 
TT620 
TT607 
NH24 
TT607 
TT501 
NH 26 
TT331 
NH2S 
TT224 
TT225 
TT203 
TT202 
TTGOI 
TT332 
TT226 
TT205 
TT40S 
BL208 
BL201 
TT204 
AGGYM 
AG302 
TT419 
SAZ03 
SA205 
TT418 
TT403 
1T330 
LH32 
LH36 
TT227 
LH37 
LH33 
ROOM 
NH23 
BL304 
TT332 
TT332 
TT331 
TT604 
TT603 
TT606 
TT607 
TT620 
GU342 
TT225 
TT226 
SA 205 SPN 12-6663 
TT 224 SOC 11-7303 
TT22S 
· TT 330 
TT227 
TT504 
TT328 
TT226 
TT501 
TT419 
TT330 
Examination 
ROOM 
TT224 
TT617 
TT330 
TT601 
TT225 
AGPOOL 
TT226 
TT331 
TT320 
TT332 
Examination 
Good Luck 
on 
your 
Final 
Exams 
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Heahh Corner 
Natural Foods: A Wave of the The Future? 
BY VIVIAN NARANJO 
A phenomenon that might be 
best described as a revolution of 
renewal is happening in this land, 
and it is causing amazing things to 
happen. 
A new pioneering spirit is 
developing, and this time, the 
fronteir is within ourselves. 
Our technology has conquered 
mountams, oceans and space, but 
many of us are empty and un-
satisfied. We have minded the soi l, 
polluted our water and air, often 
taking unfair advantage of our 
fellow beings. 
As you venture into the world of 
natural foods cookery, you will be 
in partnership with the farm 
families who have labored long and 
hard to improve the quality of their 
soil. You will feel close to the 
talented people who are starting 
bakeries and natural food stores all 
over America, in an effort to secure 
for themselves and their posterity 
what should have bt-en our natural 
birthright, the opportunity to eat 
pure foods, drink pure water, and 
breathe pure air in a world which 
we work in harmony with nature. 
Most important, it will be an 
adventure for you and your family 
to gain more self-reliance, in-
dividual responsibility, and happier 
relationships with your immediate 
surroundings. Frank Ford, the 
Deaf Smith Country Cookbook.· 
Why natural foods? 
First of all, they taste better and 
they're more satisfying than 
refined, overprocessed foods. 
It might also be important to 
remember that the entire range of 
vitamins and minerals possessed by 
whole, natural foods is necessary 
for good nutrition. 
You know, disease can result 
from a lack of deficiency of a 
nutrient needed in the most mi.nute 
amount. Nature requires nutrients 
to properly assimilate other 
nutrients. Refining of foods 
destroys the balance of nutrients, 
leaving the body poorly armed to 
cope with refined starches and 
sugars, hydrogenated fats, im-
properly assimilated cholesterol, 
and an onslaught of chemical and 
external pollutants that requires 
nutrients for the body to detoxify 
them. Refining is dangerous not 
only because of the known 
nutrients that are never replaced 
but also because of the heretofore 
unknown vitamins and in-
terrelationships of nutritional 
factors being discovered. No pill or 
system of enrichment can ever 
equal nature's intricate balance. 
In these days, when society is 
increasingly fragmented, the family 
unit is more important than ever 
before in providing a center for our 
lives, physically as well as mentally 
and spiritually. As over processed, 
~mpty foods proliferate in the 
"outside" world, it is vital that 
meals eaten at home with the 
family be as nutritious as only 
whole, natural foods can make 
them. Cooking with these foods 
can be the highest form of 
creativity, for you not only produce 
something of beauty and taste but 
also increase the possibilities for 
vibrant good health in your family. 
Cooking with whole foods can 
enable you to become a positive 
force in the delicate and beautifully 
intricate ecological balance that 
God signed. 
"Many of us today turn to 
vegetarianism through enlightened 
self-interest. Among its advantages 
is the primacy of plants in the food 
chain. Plants are eaten by animals, 
certain of which are eaten by other 
animals, and so forth. The closer 
we stay to the beginning of the food 
chain, the more food is available to 
support the burgeoning population 
of this earth." 
Ann Thomas, vegetarian epicure. 
Vegetarian cookery is not a 
substitute for anything. It is a rich 
and various cuisine, full of many 
marvelous dishes with definite 
characteristics not in imitation of 
anything else. The vegetarian 
menu tends Itself to many struc-
tures. It is not the slave of the 
" main course", even as it does not 
avoid the arrangement when it 
seems fitting and useful. But it can 
also consist of several equally 
important courses, or several dishes 
served at once. 
I Love to eat well, and I find 
there is a special feeling of 
satisfaction for the vegetarian 
cook, the joy of feeling a peaceful 
unity with all life. 
What's for Breakfast? 
These brancakes recipe is a most 
satisfying treat for all pancake 
lovers . They are a favorite treat of 
my family. 
BRAN CAKES 
I Vz cups sifted regular whole-wheat 
flour 
3 teaspoons baking powder 
I egg 
2 tablespoons honey 
2 cups milk 
Vz cup whole bran flakes 
Sift together flour and baking 
powder. Set aside. In large mixing 
bowl beat egg until foamy. Stir in 
honey, milk, the remaining I 
tablespoon of the orange peel, and 
the whole bran flakes. Let stand I 
to 2 minutes or until cereal is 
softened. Add sifted dry 
ingredients, stirring to combine. 
Batter will be lumpy. Now dip up 
batter, using \4 cup dry measure; 
cook on oiled and preheated 
griddle, turning once, until well-
browned on both sides. Serve hot 
with some honey or your favorite 
preserve. Yield 14 pancakes, about 
5 inches in diameter. (I usually 
make half of the recipe and it yields 
7 to 9 pancakes for three 
people.)ENJOY·! 
*Bran-Is the coating of the 
wheat kernel-a substance that can 
spell the difference between health 
and illness. Bran the "forgotten 
nutrient". so-called because 
modern food processing has all but 
destroyed it in the food we eat. 
Bran is known as prime source of 
fiber, it is considered an important 
all natural protective shield against 
ailments afflicting the tissue cells, 
in cholesterol control, and against 
risk of cancer, bowel-intestinal 
ailments, (fabulous aid in cleaning 
out the system, and everybody 
needs cleanmg out), heart distress, 
and many other ravages of moaern 
civilization. This part of the seed 
(outer coating) also contains a 
major share of the nutrients in the 
grain, including many vitamins and 
minerals. 
Carlson Wade, The Book of Bran 
"Starr Muffins" 
If you like corn muffins, these 
muffins are the joint! They not 
only look but also taste like corn 
muffins. This recipe was developed 
by a professional baker. These 
muffins are better than cake. 
Enjoy! Yield: 3-4 dozen (make half 
of recipe if you desire) 
•2 cups stone-ground yellow 
cornmeal 
•t Vz cups whole wheat pastry 
flour 
•t cup soy flour 
•3 tablespoons wheat germ 
•2 tablespoons low-sodium 
baking powder 
I teaspoon sea salt 
2 cups milk 
(Continued on Page 8) 
M m ic To M.r Ears !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ll 
Player Perfect In Progressive Pop 
BY LENNY RINALDI 
Happy New Year! May 1978 be filled with lots of love, wealth, hap-
piness, a good class schedule and lots of good music of course. 1977 will be 
remembered as the year disco proved it was more than a trend and also the 
birth of the new wave punk rock movement which seems to be just finding 
its legs. But, I'll get into a recap of 77 next issue cause I need a little more 
time to reevaluate al d compile my top twenty list. Instead let's look at a 
new group which created some impact last year and shows potential to 
explode this year. PLAYER (RSO) is a five man group who currently have 
a huge hit Baby Come Back on the national charts. Their success is 
unexpected as it's a first release from an unknown group and as it slowly 
crept into the number one slot, this new kind of progressive pop sound has 
slowly leaked into the minds of the public. The album contains nine other 
playable tunes which are comprised of clear no nonsense lyrics backed 
with catchy musical riffs with the majority of the love messages aimed at 
the heart. Oddly the album has yet to catch on fire like the single. The 
explanation could be due to the lack of publicity for the group and also the 
fact that the tunes are too commercially oriented to be taken seriously by 
FM radio. AM radio rarely plays album tracks unless they are singles so 
their continued success will probably depend very much on their next 
single which should not be out too soon since Baby Come Back is just now 
peaking. The player album itself should not have too much trouble 
producing another hit as the LP is chock full of singles materials. Goodbye 
and Every which way on side one continues the new pop progressive field . 
Side two contains This Time I'm In It for Love another potential winner 
with the right amount of heart throb lyrics and catchy refrains to resemble 
the Baby Come Back formula. Moving Up and Cancellation are more 
upbeat with a slight change in sound and the latter has a melodious beatles 
quality to it. This is more than enough material to assure Player a top spot 
in 78 and their proposed song with Eric Clapton should give them the 
noteriety they need. 
Genesis Comes Alive 
Live albums serve two purposes as recordings. First it proves the artist 
to non concert goers that their music is not just an artificial collection of 
studio cosmetic tricks. Secondly, the artist gets a chance to compile a batch 
of their more popular tracks and hits in one package. Many times a live 
album will fail because it cannot live up to these two ingredients. In-
Seconds out-Genesis (Atlantic) this is not the case. The album recorded 
from their 1976-77 world tour is a smorgasbord of their nine year musical 
history. Songs range from their early albums like Trespass and Nursery 
Cryme through to the present Wind and Wuthering. Genesis is one of the 
best progressive English bands in teh world and despite a radical change 
with the loss of Peter Gabriel their lead singer, they still manage to con-
tinue their appeal of musical and lyrical sophistication with themes that 
rival Tolkien in character and legend. Their music is one of the revelations 
with orchestral textures blending fantasy oriented story lines of myth and 
satire. The music is sometimes dramatic creating an instrumental spell that 
weaves magical melodies with epic tales resulting in a rich tapestry of 
sound. Their stage show usually combines the musical with visual lights 
and stage props. This album proves that their music can stand alone, 
without any of that. 
Side one is highlighted by Squonk and the Carpet Crawlers. Side two 
haS I Know What I Like, and The Lamb Lies Down on Bwy, from the LP 
of the same name. It also includes an excerpt from the Musical Box with 
their instrumental prowess earfully witnessed. Side three is a '23 minute + 
Suppers Ready from the Fox Trot album. There is the best example of the 
literary Genesis whereby an epic tale is musically revealed with not only 
words but musical quotation filling out the story. Side four contains-
Cinema Show. Reminding us how vignettes are very much what the 
Genesis soumt i~ all abou.L_t\nd fi~ally_c!oses with Dance on a Volcano-
and Los Endos an aggressive composition that ends with full .force. With 
these epic tales, Genesis has compiled an epic album detailing highlights of 
their impressive career. And they do it the hard way live and kicking. 
Singers of Salsa 
While I'm on the subject of collections, Fania has put out a collection of 
salsafied tunes under the banner Super Salsa Singers- Vol. I. (Fania). It is a 
defininte must for anyone who enjoys the Latin beat. Eleven cuts without 
one bummer, it brags with the likes of lsmael Quintana, Bobby Cruz, 
Celia Cruz, Ismael Rivera, Pete Rodriguez, lsmael Miranda, Cheo 
Feliciano, Hector Lavse, and more. Side one opens with MiDebilidad a 
fast piano accented salsa by Ismael Quintana. This smoothly flows into-
Sonido Bestial by Bobby Cruz which highlights horns and congas with a 
quick punch female backup chanting the hook line, over and over. This 
flows into Celia Cruz's Quimbara. Celia has been voted Top Latin Female 
Artist in the Daily News Front Page Music Award Poll. Rightfully so, I 
must add. Cruz has a style of her own and though many of her songs use 
that same style it never gets boring. Celia's fast repetition of a word or 
words combined with a hard fast sound gives an infectious sound with her 
vocals improvising as an instrument essential to the orchestration. Toro 
Mota, Cucula, and Quimbara all are in that style and with the Cruz energy 
all are winners. Also on side one are Ay Carino a lovely ballad by Santos 
Colon, with Tito Puente conducting. Puente won the best orchestra award 
in the News Poll. The side ends with La Bravo Yo by Justo Betancourt a 
conga and timbales accented merengue and by now the listener is anxious 
to turn over to side two. It opens with Pete "Conde" Rodriguez with Los 
Compadres a salsa that slwoly builds using guitar breaks and horns most 
effectively. Other highlights are Asi Se Compone Un Son by Ismael 
Miranda with a fine horn break lavished with congas. Anacaona by Cheo 
Feliciano with a lush salsa beat, explains why he was voted Top Male Latin 
Artist in that same N. Y. Poll. The side ends with El Todopoderoso by 
Hector Lavoe with a Willie Colon production. This is a hot highlight as 
Hector builds the tune with excellent female vocalisms and fast timbales 
creating the first climax. Horns crest to rebuild the salsa into an even more 
aggressive beat until it erupts in frenzy. Special notation should go to 
Richard Pampinella for his Disco mix which causes each tune to flow 
delicately into each other. The collection is serious, and something special, 
for the avid Latin Collector. Super heroes they truly are and put the tilde 
onSuner. News and Newsworthy 
Concerts to watch for ... Mongo Santamaria at the Bottom Line Jan. 13 
& 14 ... Chick Corea and Herbie Hancock at Carnegie Hall Feb. lst ... 
Earth Wind & Fire, Denise Williams and Pockets at Nassau Coliseum Feb. 
8th (reviewed in Communicator) ... Santana at Palladium Feb. 9th & lOth 
... Eric Clapton and Player at Radio City Music Hall April 2nd ... Import-
ant LPs ... Claudja-Claudja Barry ... Cats on the Coast-SeaLevel ... 
Encounters of Every Kind-Meco .. . Top single-We are the Champions 
-Queen finally knocking out Debby Boone ... Rumors-Fleetwood Mac 
is thirty-three weeks on the charts as #I and has sold eight million records 
to date ... Give me Love/Supernaiure-Cerrone top disco hit ... Readrfo; 
It-George Duke top jazz LP ... A.ll n all -Earth Wind & Fire top soul 
album ... check out Soft n Easy by Blackbirds for future single hit ... 
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Noel White is 
Unbeaten sports action Women Continue Winning Ways 
Grapplers Record 
at Two and Three 
On November 19th, the BCC Wresding team began its 
season with an exciting win over Yeshiva University by a 
score of 36 to 24. Pins were recorded by Noel White, Captain 
Fred Cruz, Chuck Johnson, Carmelo Cruz, and Averil 
Rance. In a very exciting heavy weight match John Johnson 
pinned Zev Golombeck of Yeshiva in the third period. 
On December 3rd, a strong Orange County Community College team 
handed the Bronx Grapplers their first loss by a score of 53 to 6. Noel 
White was the only BCC winner pinning Jeff Noonan in . the second 
period. 
On December 9th, the BCC Wrestkers traveled to Hunter College and 
lost a close match ry 36 to 21. Noel White continued his winning ways 
along with Fred Cruz, Chuck Johnson and Ossie Ochoa. 
On December 12th, BCC brought its record to .500 by beating 
Kingsboro Community College 32 to 18. Wins were posted by Albert Lee, 
Noel White, Averil Rance, and Collins Yearwood. John Johnson pinned 
his Kingsboro opponent in the record time of 10 seconds. 
On December 16th, BCC hosted a powerful Rockland Community 
College team and lost 35 to 18. Albert Lee and Frank Puello scored for-
feits for DCC. Noel White remained undefeated by pinning his opponent 
in the first period. His record is currently 5-0. 
Keep your eye on Noel White. He's doing extremely well pinning every 
man he gets his hands on. DCC is very proud of him and all the other men 
on the wrestling team. 
White is a freshman at DCC and a graduate of Evander Childs High 
School. At Evander, Noel was also on their wrestling team, winning many 
medals. 
In the 9th grade Noel won a Bronze Medal in the City Championships 
for High Scoot Wrestling and was voted the most valuable wrestler for the 
year. He won a Silver Medal in the II th grade in the City Championships. 
And in the 12th grade attained his Gold Medal in City Championships. 
Last but not least, Noel received a trophy for the quickest pins in his senior 
year at Evander. Now a freshman at BCC, Noel recently won a Silver 
Medal in the John Jay Wrestling Tournament. As you already know he is, 
as yet, undefeated in all his matches at DCC. 
Staying in shape is one of the reasons Noel enjoys wrestling. To him 
wrestling is a big challenge because of his weight and size. Noel weighs a 
mere 127 at a height of 5 '6". He says that most of his opponents see his 
size and think that they have him licked before the match begins. But Noel 
shows them that they're wrong .. Prof. Steuerman (coach) has the team 
working out every day, Noel said, running a mile and Y. a day, practicing 
Yoga, working on maneuvers such as escapes and taking downs, talking 
over situations one gets into when wrestling. This is just part of the 
workout which leads the BCC Wrestling Team to victory. 
Noel's plans are to become a Marine Biologist. Noel is working on his 
A.A. degree at Bronx. After earning his degree, he then plans to attend 
N.Y.U. and also continue his wrestling career at N.Y.U. Bronx Com-
munity will be very sad to lose Noel White but wishes him the best of luck 
in his pursuit of education and wrestling. 
FACULTY BASKETBALL GAME 
"BRONX VS HOSTOS" 
ALUMNI GYM (admission free) 
THURSDAY FEB. 2, 2:30 
See You In September 
I would like to say good-by to Bronx Community College until Sep-
tember 78 when I will return from the Air Force Reserves to continue my 
education at Bronx Community and also to continue my work on The 
Communicator. I really enjoyed working on the paper and only wish that 
more students would get involved in their school paper. As a freshman at 
BCC, the Faculty, Staff and Student body made me feel very welcomed. I 
will truly miss you BCC. Keep well and I will see you in September of 78. 
Diane Gonzalez 
Sports Editor 
INTRA-MURALS START AGAIN FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER THURSDAY 
FEBRUARY 1~, 1978 
BETWEEN THE HOURS Ot 12 AND 2 P.M. 
Broncettes Drop First GaiDe; 
Beat FarDiingdale and Queens 
On December 13, in the Alumni Gym (in our own back yard), Farmingdale tried to excel 
our still undefeated Broncettes. The Broncettes succeeded in winning the game by a score of 
64-49. 
Some of the high points of the game were by Debbie Dandridge who accumulated 20 points and Cathy Sypher 
collecting 17 points. Tina McLaughlin and Mariana Reed were also up there shooting for the points. The entire 
team showed great team work on their assists and rebounds. 
Tuesday, December 20 was a dark day for DCC Broncettes. They lost their first game of the season to 
Queensboro by the score of 64-52. But this did not hold back the Broncettes, for they won their following game 
on January S against Queens College JV AA-62. Comzratulations Broncettes. One defeat is not all that bad. 
Varsity Having Troubles: 
Lose Final Three of 1977 
Men's Basketball team lost to Kingsboro Community College 112-71 on December 15. 
The team was completely wiped out. 
The Dec. 20th game against out. Ossie Dyer was one of the high-
Bergen County was also a struggle est scorers for h1s team that evening. 
for the Broncos losing by 14 points, The total team tried desperately to 
the score was 100-86. The Broncos beat Bergen. 
were trying desperately to defeat 
Bergen. The Broncos were behind 
by a wider margin than the final 
score, but towards the end of the 
game the Bronco's started to score 
points, and unfortunately time ran 
· rhe last game of 1977 was Bronx 
vs. Farmingdale. The game went to 
Farmingdale by the score of 96-56. 
The reasons for the Broncos 
losing so many games is lack of 
Tennis Team Has 
High Hopes for 1978 
Last season ended on a positive 
note for the BCC Men's Tennis 
Team winning four out of six 
matches. As the team gained ex-
perience through the season they 
got better and better. Of the four 
members returning from last year's 
team three gained valuable tour-
nament experience in the 
subregional championships held at 
Suffolk C.C. in May last year 
which culminated our season. 
For two successive seasons DCC 
Men's Tennis Team finished as 
runner-ups for the Metropolitan 
Community College Athletic 
Conference Title. One of their 
goals this year will be to wm u 
outright. The team expects to be 
challenged in this effort by 
Queensborough C.C. and 
Kingsboro C.C. 
Unfortunately, the majority of 
the matches will be played "Away" 
and that works to the team's 
disadvantage. The Team expects 
the upstate and Long Island 
schools to be tough, but going on 
the basis of past performance, they 
hold their own against them. If the 
BCC Men's Tennis Team can pick 
up two additional freshmen players 
with potential, it could be an in-
teresting year. 
experience. The Broncos have had 
no high school experience in 
basketball, it's been only a few 
months that they have pl~yed 
together as a team, and not enough 
practice between games due to the 
unavailability of the gym. 
Hopefully the Broncos will get 
some serious practice so that they 
can come home winners! 
Panthers 
Cop 
Intra• ural• 
The Panthers won the Intra-
Murals Football Tournament, 
being undefeated with an out-
standing performance by Quar-
terback Donald Wright, other 
members of the team were: Michael 
Correa, James Daley, Herman 
Barnett, Clifford Benton, John 
Lee, Jerry Byrd, Dennis Mitchell, 
Eugene Martin, Alex Powell, and 
Curt Lewis. 
The Basketball Tournament 
Championship game will taktplace 
on February 18. The winner will be 
entered into the Schlitz Intra-Mural 
games on February 25. 
Natural Foods 
<Continued from Page 7) 
I cupunretmeasartlowerOII 
I cup raw honey 
4eggs 
Mix the dry ingredients. 
Beat all the liquid ingredients 
together. Stir the 2 mixtures 
together. Refrigerate overnight (or 
at least six hours). The batter 
should be "loose" -somewhat 
thin. Pour into oiled muffin tins. 
Bake I 5 to 20 minutes at 400 
degrees. 
The beauty of these muffins is 
that you prepare them at night and 
bake them in the morning. 
•stone-ground yellow cornmeal 
•stone-ground whole wheat pastry 
nour 
•soy flour 
•wheat germ 
•low-sodium baking powder 
•sea salt 
•unrefined oils 
• All your flours should be pur-
chased at your health food store. 
Stone grinding evenly distributes 
the germ and other nutrients in the 
grains without breaking them 
down, and without cooking the 
nour. 
*lo-sodium baking powder because 
it is free from both sodium com-
pounds and aluminum compounds. 
•sea salt-unrefined sea salt is 
solar evaporated and briefly kiln-
dried. Longer kiln drying makes 
salt less soluble and harder for the 
body to assimilate. The best reason 
for using unrefined sea salt is that it 
is high in natural essential trace 
minerals and is not just sodium 
chloride with perhaps some syn-
thetic iodine added. No extraneous 
chemicals are added to make this 
sea salt "pour." 
•unrefined ,oils-like other 
unrefined foods these oils contain 
all the nutrients naturally present in 
the oils of the grains, beans, or 
seeds. Refined oils are excellent 
sources of the important un-
saturated fatty acids. To be 
properly utilized, they must be 
accompanied by Vitamin E, mostly 
destroyed in refined products, but 
which is also available in unrefined 
oils. 
